Joint Source and Channel Analysis for Scalable Video Coding Using Vector Quantization over OFDM System
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Abstract
Conventional wireless video encoders employ variable-length entropy encoding and predictive coding to achieve high compression ratio but these techniques render the extremely sensitive encoded bit-stream to channel errors. To prevent error propagation, it is necessary to employ various additional error correction techniques. In contrast, alternative technique, vector quantization (VQ), which doesn’t use variable-length entropy encoding, have the ability to impede such an error through the use of fix-length code-words. In this paper, we address the problem of analysis of joint source and channel for VQ based scalable video coding (VQ-SVC). We introduce intra-mode VQ-SVC and VQ-3D-DCT SVC, which offer similar compression performance to intra-mode H.264 and 3D-DCT respectively, while offering inherent error resilience. In intra-mode VQ-SVC, 2D-DCT and in VQ-3D-DCT SVC, 3D-DCT is applied on video frames to exploit DCT coefficients then VQ is employed to prepare the codebook of DCT coefficients. In this low bitrate video codecs, high level robustness is needed against the wireless channel fluctuations. To achieve such robustness, we propose and calculate optimal codebook of VQ-SVC and optimal channel code rate using joint source and channel coding (JSCC) technique. Next, the analysis is developed for transmission of video using an OFDM system over multipath Rayleigh fading and AWGN channel. Finally, we report the performance of these schemes to minimize end-to-end distortion over the wireless channel.
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1. Introduction
Source coding is an inseparable component in a video transmission system and is required to manageable transmitted bitrates [1]. H.264/AVC is one of the most popular codecs in use today, and leans on de-correlating transforms, inter/intra prediction, and variable-length entropy coding. Another codec is 3D-DCT video encoder. Although H.264/AVC provides higher coding efficiency than 3D-DCT but 3D-DCT encoder has several advantages compared to H.264/AVC, such as reduced number of operations per pixel because of no motion estimation/compensation required and symmetric encoding-decoding [2].

With increasing interest on real-time video communications over wireless channels, the complex and challenging problem rise up due to the multi-path fading characteristics of the channel [3]. To prevent such error propagation, it is necessary to employ various additional error resilience and error correction techniques [1]. The VQ based encoders/decoders are an alternative which do not use variable-length entropy encoding and have the ability to prevent such an error, also it can be employed to very low bitrate video applications due to its compression performance rather than inter/intra predictive codecs [4]-[6].

The concept of Forward Error Correction (FEC) is to add redundancy bits to the block of video data for the purpose of error detection and correction. In common communication systems, source and channel coding have traditionally been designed independently of each other. This is justified by Shannon's principle which says that there is no performance loss if the two functions are separately treated [7]. However Shannon's theory is an asymptotic result that permits unlimited delay and complexity. In fact this principle relies on the crucial assumption that the source and channel codes can be of arbitrary long lengths. In practice, because of limitations on the computational power and processing delays this assumption does not hold. It is then of benefit to consider the problem of source and channel coding jointly. A review of JSCC can be found in [7]-[9].

In some streaming video applications like Unmanned Ground Vehicle (UGV) and Ground Control Station (GCS) communication scenario [10], due to power restriction, it is required to provide very low bitrate and a robust system to wireless video transmission. To this end, we introduce intra-mode VQ-SVC and VQ-3D-DCT SVC. In the intra-mode VQ-SVC encoder, 2D-DCT and in the VQ-3D-DCT SVC encoder, 3D-DCT is applied on video frames to exploit DCTs coefficients. Then VQ is employed to prepare the codebook of DCTs coefficients.
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In this very low bitrate video codecs, high level robustness is needed against the wireless channel fluctuations. To achieve such robustness, we propose and calculate optimal codebook of VQ-SVC and optimal channel code rate (CCR) using JSRC technique. Next, the analysis is developed for transmission of video using an OFDM system over multipath Rayleigh fading and AWGN channel.

In section 2, a brief of scalable video coding and VQ is introduced. In Section 3, the optimal codebook of VQ-SVC is presented. Joint source and channel rate optimization, the rate allocation algorithm, is presented in Section 4. Section 5 details simulation setting and in Section 6 simulation results are presented.

2. Summary of scalable video coding and vector quantization

2.1 Scalable Video Coding (SVC)

SVC selects a layered coding scheme to generate multi-layered bit-stream for heterogeneous environments. Scalable video coding is used for various transmission mediums which have various constraints. As today’s wireless networks are not only widespread but they also represent a substantial part of larger heterogeneous networks, the support for low-bandwidth and robust transmission is highly desirable. As a general concept, a SVC stream has a base layer and several enhancement layers. As long as the base layer is received, the receiver can decode the video stream. As more enhancement layers are received, the decoded video quality is improved [11].

The SVC design which is an extension of the H.264/AVC [12-13] video coding standard can be classified as a layer video codec. SVC-based layered video coding is suitable for supporting heterogeneous devices with a scalable bit-stream. Such a stream allows for delivering a presentable quality (presentable quality refers to resolution, frame rate and bit rate of a decoded operation point of the scalable video bit stream) of the video depending on the device’s capabilities. Paper [14] proposes two SVC structures for high efficiency video coding: one based on multi-loop decoding and the other based on single-loop decoding with High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC). A detailed overview of SVC can be found in [15]. In [16], Scalable video streaming over fading wireless channels is presented. The authors use PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) as a measure of video quality and develop a model to characterize the relationship between the rate and PSNR. The Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCT) based SVC is presented in [17]. The presented approach is applicable to different SNR scalable encoders.

DCT has a strong "energy compaction" feature which means the most signal information tends to be concentrated in a few low-frequency components of the DCT. By increasing the type of DCT, the signal information will be concentrated in fewer low-frequency components of the DCT, which results in more compression. The term "scalability" in this article refers to use DCTs (types: I, II, III, IV…) ([18-19]) for desired level of video compression and consequently accessing to quality and bit rate scalability. It should be mentioned that we use DCT transform in order to maintain acceptable visual quality of the very low bit-rate video transmission.

We use the 3D-DCT SVC in our analysis for a number of reasons. First, the generated embedded bit-stream is highly scalable. Depending on the estimated channel condition, the bit allocation scheme can easily extract varying subsets of the bit-stream represented the video of varying quality. Second, because the codec is DCT based, it can provide low bit rate video stream.

2.2 Vector quantization (VQ)

VQ has been widely used in very low bit rate video transmission because of its simple decoder structure and better rate distortion performance over traditional scalar quantization scheme such as Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) transform coding [20]. When a set of values is quantized jointly as a single vector, the process is known as VQ. Instead of transmitting a given data vector, a symbol which indicates the appropriate reproduction vector is used. This can result in considerable savings in transmission bandwidth, despite the expense of some distortion. A vector quantizer $Q$ of dimension $K$ and size $N$ is a mapping from a point in $k$-dimensional Euclidean space into a finite set $C$ containing output or reproduction points that exist in the same Euclidean space as the original point. These reproduction points are known as code-words and these set of code words are called a codebook $C$ with $N$ distinct code-words in the set [21]. Mapping function $Q$ is defined as (1):

$$Q: R^k \rightarrow C$$

A codebook containing several code-vectors is used to encode the input vectors. The code-word closest to an input vector, i.e. one having the minimum Euclidean distance with respect to the input vector, is used to represent that input vector. Compression is achieved by transmitting the binary address of the selected code-word in the codebook. Guobin Shen in [22] proposed adaptive VQ with codebook updating based on locality and history for images. Its performance can be improved by exploiting inter index redundancies.

2.3 Intra-mode SVC and 3D-DCT SVC

The DCT has been accepted as an essential part of well-known transform block-based video compression standards, such as JPEG, MPEG1-2-4, and ITU-T H.263. Each basis vector in the DCT domain represents a spatial frequency component of the video frame. As mentioned before, the term scalability in this paper refers to quality and rate scalability features using DCT types for required level of video compression. The structure of intra-mode SVC is similar to intra-H.264/AVC with this difference that, in intra-mode SVC, DCT types [18-19] are employed as de-correlating transform, e.g., type-IV DCT is applied on video frames to exploit DCT coefficients.
Employing various types of DCT allows generating scalable video stream. Similarly, the 3D-DCT SVC employs DCT types as de-correlating transform.

Suppose each color component of video frame \( \{ f(i, t); t = 0,1, ..., i = Y, C_p, C_g \} \), where \( t \) refers to the frame number and \( i \) is color component. Also, suppose \( L \) level of compression is desired. Each color component of the video sequence is partitioned into \( 8 \times 8 \times 8 \) pixel blocks that are processed in a zigzag scan order. Each block is transformed by the 3D-DCT for \( L \) level, e.g., for \( L=1 \), type-I 3D-DCT and for \( L=2 \), type-II 3D-DCT are used. For \( L=1 \), the type-I 3D-DCT is mathematically as follow:

\[
F(u,v,w,i) = c(u)c(v)c(w) \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} f(x,y,t,i) \times \cos \left( \frac{(2x+1)\pi u}{2N} \right) \times \cos \left( \frac{(2y+1)\pi v}{2N} \right) \times \cos \left( \frac{(2z+1)\pi w}{2N} \right)
\]

(2)

The inverse of 3D-DCT is:

\[
f(x,y,t,i) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} c(u)c(v)c(w) \times \cos \left( \frac{(2x+1)\pi u}{2N} \right) \times \cos \left( \frac{(2y+1)\pi v}{2N} \right) \times \\
\cos \left( \frac{(2z+1)\pi w}{2N} \right) c(w) \times \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} w = 0
\]

(3)

2.4 Intra-mode VQ-SVC and VQ-3D-DCT SVC

Conventional wireless video encoders such as H.264/AVC and 3D-DCT employ variable-length entropy coding and predictive coding to achieve high compression ratios. But these techniques render the extremely sensitive encoded bit-stream to channel errors. To prevent error propagation, it is necessary to employ various additional error correction techniques [23]. In contrast, alternative technique, VQ which doesn’t use variable-length entropy encoding, have the ability to impede such an error [23].

To demonstrate this ability, in this paper, we apply VQ on the coefficients resulting intra-mode SVC and 3D-DCT SVC and compare the performance (PSNR v.s. channel BER) with H.264/AVC and 3D-DCT. The channel conditions and the OFDM parameters are set according to the simulation setting presented in section 5. The results of our simulation are shown in Fig (2) parts a, b, c and d. From the simulation results it can be observed that VQ based encoders outperform both of the mentioned methods which don’t employ VQ.

3. Joint source and channel codebook optimization

As mentioned in introduction section, to optimize the overall performance of video transmission in communication systems, it is necessary to consider the optimization of combination of source and channel characteristics. A traditional approach in combination of source and channel consists in first matching the source codebook to the source statistics in order to minimize the distortion of the source. Then, the labeling of the source dictionary to the channel code-words is optimized in order to minimize the distortion due to the channel errors. In this section, we analyze the codebook optimization for scalable video coding.

Let’s suppose that the streamed coefficients of the video-source to be encoded are real-valued stationary and Ergodic process \( \{ X_t; t = 0,1, ..., x \in X \} \) with zero mean and variance \( \sigma^2 \) (DCT coefficients have Laplacian-like probability distributions). The source is needed to be encoded by means of VQ, \( K \)-dimensional, \( M \)-level VQ and a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) is considered. With input and output alphabet \( \psi = \{1, 2, ..., M\} \), we consider the source encoder as operation \( S \) (in fact is the mapping of \( k \)-th element \( X_k \) of the m-th VQ), channel coder as operation \( C \), channel decoder as \( D \) and source decoder as \( S_d \).

The source output is \( X_x = \{ X_1, X_2, X_3, \ldots \} \) which we derive our distortion model expressions for a binary symmetric channel (BSC) with a given bit error probability. Given the bit error probabilities for any channel (AWGN, Rayleigh fading, etc.) and the fact that the probability of making an error from 0 to 1 is the same as that of 1 to 0, the channel can be represented as a BSC. Therefore, the distortion model presented in this paper can be used to find the distortion curves for any channel that can be represented as a BSC, given that the source coding rate and the bit error rate are known. Our distortion model is independent of modulation type.

Let us define input/output variables and parameters of the coding system. In the system, variables \( X \) and \( \hat{X} \) represent the source and reconstructed signs respectively, also \( X_s \) and \( \hat{X}_s \) represent the source encoder output and the source decoder output, \( X_c \) and \( \hat{X}_c \) the channel encoder output and the channel decoder output respectively. For the source encoder, we have \( s: X \rightarrow X^s, \phi = \{ S_1, S_2, ..., S_M \} \) which \( s(X) = X^s_k \) if \( X \in S_k \). Also the channel encoder we have \( C: X^s \rightarrow X^c, \zeta = \{ C_1, C_2, ..., C_M \} \) which \( C(X^s_k) = X^c_k \) if \( X^s_k \in C_i \).

At the decoder side, for the channel decoder we have \( c: X^c \rightarrow X_s, \tilde{C}_d = \{ C_d,1, C_d,2, ..., C_d,M \} \) which \( C_d(\tilde{X}_d) = \tilde{X}_d \) if \( \tilde{X}_d \in C_d \) and also for the source decoder we have \( s_d: X_s \rightarrow X_s, \tilde{S}_d = \{ S_d,1, S_d,2, ..., S_d,M \} \), which \( S_d(\tilde{X}_d) = \tilde{X}_d \) if \( \tilde{X}_d \in S_d \).

Let’s suppose that the codebook (reproduction alphabet) be \( C_{book} = \{ C_{book,1}, C_{book,2}, ..., C_{book,M} \} \) and the source encoder is described in term of a partition \( \phi = \{ S_1, S_2, ..., S_M \} \). The total average distortion of the coding system is denoted by \( D_{svc}(\phi, C_{book}, C) \) for \( L \) scalable layers. For a layer \( l \) we have [24]:

\[
D_{svc}(\phi, C_{book}, C) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{s=1}^{M} p(s|dl) E|x|\phi dx \]

(4)

We assume that the distortion caused by representing the source vector \( X \) by a reproduction vector \( \tilde{X} \) (also called a...
code-vector) $\hat{x}$ is given by a non-negative distortion measure $d_i(x, \hat{x})$ and $P_i(x)$ is the k-fold probability density function [24], and the channel is DMC with probability of output $\hat{x}_{c,j,k}$ condition to given input $x_{c,j,k}$.

In paper [24], the optimum codebook is calculated for a non-scalable source. While in our paper we calculate the optimum codebook for a scalable source. For the L scalable layers the equation (4) becomes:

$$D_{s+c,l}(\phi, C_{\text{codebook}}; C) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{i=1}^{N} p(\hat{x}_{c,j,k} | x_{c,j,k}) f_i(p(x_j)d_i(x, \hat{x}) dx \tag{5}$$

It is clear that for a fixed $C_l$ the problem of minimizing the total average distortion is identical to the VQ design problem with a modified distortion measure [24]. Therefore for a fixed $C_l$ and a fixed $C_{\text{codebook}}$ the optimum partition $\phi^* = \{S_1, S_2, ..., S_M\}$ is such that:

$$S_i^* = \{x: \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{k=1}^{n} p(\hat{x}_{c,j,k} | x_{c,j,k}) d_i(x, \hat{x}) \leq \sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{k=1}^{n} \rho(\hat{x}_{c,j,k} | x_{c,j,k}) d_i(x, \hat{x}), \forall h \neq i \} \quad i \in \psi \tag{6}$$

Where $d_i(x, \hat{x}) = ||x - \hat{x}||^2$ is the squared error distortion. Similarly, to find the optimum codebook, the total average distortion should be determined for a fixed $C_l$ and a fixed $\phi$, therefore the equation (5) becomes to:

$$D_{s+c,l}(\phi, C_{\text{codebook}}, C) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{L} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{n} p(\hat{x}_{c,j,k} | x_{c,j,k}) f_i(p(x_j)d_i(x, \hat{x}) dx \tag{7}$$

The optimum codebook, $C_{\text{codebook}}^* = \{C_{b,1}, C_{b,2}, ..., C_{b,M}\}$, must satisfy $C_{\text{codebook}}^* = \text{arg min} E(d(x, \hat{x}) | V = \hat{x}_{c,j,k}, f_i(p(x_j)d_i(x, \hat{x}) dx) = \text{V}$ where $\hat{x}_{c,j,k}$ is equal to $C_{b,j,k}^*$, and $V$ is used to denote the random variable at the channel output [24].

Let’s attempt to solve the unconstrained minimization problem. The best set is determined by setting the partial derivatives of the equation (7) with respect to the $\hat{x}$’s equivalent to zero, i.e.:

$$\frac{\partial D_{s+c,l}(\phi, C_{\text{codebook}}, C)}{\partial \hat{x}^j} = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{L} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{n} p(\hat{x}_{c,j,k} | x_{c,j,k}) f_i(p(x_j)d_i(x, \hat{x}) dx = 0 \tag{8}$$

Which, in turn, implies that

$$\hat{x}_{c,j,k}^j = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{L} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{n} p(\hat{x}_{c,j,k} | x_{c,j,k}) f_i(p(x_j)d_i(x, \hat{x}) dx, f \in \psi \tag{9}$$

Therefore the optimum codebook can be obtained by (9). We generally refer to the algorithm channel-optimized algorithm VQ (COVQ) which is detailed in [24] for optimizing the codebook.

4. Joint source and channel rate optimization

In this section, we focus on the application of JSCC in video communications, to find an optimal bit allocation between source coding and channel coding based on the Shannon’s separation theory [8], [25] and [26].

4.1 Operational rate distortion (ORD) theory

Every lossy data compression scheme and every channel coding technique have only a finite set of admissible modes, suppose for the source mode we have $M$ admissible modes $s = \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_M\} \in S^M$ and for the channel coding modes, $c = \{c_1, c_2, ..., c_M\} \in C^M$.

There fore there is only a finite number of possible rate distortion pairs for any given source and channel coding technique, so ORD is based on this fact [27]. For any given source mode and channel coding technique and given channel state information (CSI), we will have a set of Rate-Distortion points ($M \times N$ points). For each modulation scheme, probability of error of the channel can be estimated using a given CSI [28-29]. Using this estimated probability of error, experimentally ORD points are calculated [8].

4.2 Optimal bit allocation between source and channel coding using Lagrange multiplier

To solve a problem there are four distinctive steps. First, an appropriate system performance evaluation metric should be selected. Second, the constraints are needed to be specified. Third, a model of the relationship between the system performance metric and the set of adaptation parameters are needed to be established. Finally, the best combination of adaptation parameters that maximize the system performance while meeting the required constraints needs to be identified. Therefore we present the formal approach to formulate the joint source and channel coding problem and provide solution approaches to such a problem. Let $S$ be the set of source coding parameters and $C$ the set of the channel coding parameter. The general formulation of the optimal bit allocation problem is to minimize the total expected distortion, i.e., provide the best video delivery quality, for the frame(s), given the corresponding bit rate constraint.

$$\min_{s \in S, c \in C} E[D(s, c)] \text{ Min } E[D(s, c)] \tag{10}$$

Where $E[D(s, c)]$ is total expected distortion, $R(s, c)$ the total number of bits used for both source and channel coding, and $R_0$ is the bit rate constraint for the frame(s).

For solving constrained optimization problem Equation (11), which is a convex problem the Lagrange multiplier method is suitable. Lagrange method introduces a variable which is called a Lagrange multiplier that controls the weights of the constraint when added as a penalty to the objective function. In this method constrained problem is converted into an unconstrained problem [8], as:

$$\{S^*(\lambda), C^*(\lambda)\} = \text{arg min } E[D(s, c)] + \lambda R(s, c) \}$$

$s \in S^M, c \in C^M \tag{11}$

Where $\lambda \geq 0$ is the Lagrange multiplier. The solution of Equation (10) can be obtained by solving Equation (11) with the appropriate choice of the Lagrange multiplier while bitrate constraint $R(S^*(\lambda), C^*(\lambda)) \leq R_0$ is satisfied, [8]. In practice, due to the finite set of source and channel
coding parameters, the objective function and the constraints are not continuous thus the constraint may not be met with equality. In this case, the solution obtained by solving Equation (11) will be the convex hull approximation solution to Equation (10). Let \( U \) denote the coding parameter set \( S \times C \) and let \( u \in U \) be an element of this set, a coding parameter including both source and channel coding parameters. Assuming that is \( u^*(\lambda) \) an optimal solution to Equation (11), so we have:

\[
D(u^*(\lambda)) + \lambda R(u^*(\lambda)) \leq D(u(\lambda)) + \lambda R(u(\lambda)), \forall u \in U
\]  

(12)

which can be rewritten as:

\[
R(u) \geq -\frac{1}{\lambda} D(u) + \left\{ R\left(u^*(\lambda)\right) + \frac{1}{\lambda} D\left(u^*(\lambda)\right) \right\}
\]  

(13)

This means that all rate-distortion pairs \( \{R(u), D(u)\} \) must lie on the upper right side in the rate-distortion plane of the line defined by Equation (13) using an equal sign. \( \{R\left(u^*(\lambda)\right), D\left(u^*(\lambda)\right)\} \) is on the line and the line has slope \(-1/\lambda\). For a different value of \( \lambda \), the line with slope of \(-1/\lambda\) will meet at least one optimal solution \( \{R\left(u^*(\lambda)\right), D\left(u^*(\lambda)\right)\} \).

In this paper we deal with a set of ORD points for each layer which is calculated through the experiment. The distortion for layer \( l \) is expressed as \( D_{s+c,l}(R_{s+c,l}) \) and the overall distortion as:

\[
D_{s+c} = \sum_{l=1}^{L} D_{s+c,l}(R_{s+c,l})
\]

(14)

\( R_{s+c} \) is the bit rate used for source and channel coding for the scalable layer \( l \), \( R_{s+c,l} \) is equal to:

\[
R_{s+c,l} = \frac{R_{s,l}}{R_{c,l}} \quad \text{and} \quad R_{s+c} = \sum_{l=1}^{L} R_{s+c,l}
\]

(15)

Where \( R_{s,l} \) and \( R_{c,l} \) are the source and channel rates, respectively, for the scalable layer \( l \). For \( L \) scalable layers, the total transmitted bitrate is equal to \( R_{s+c} \). Now we expand discussion for the video, as mentioned the optimization problem in video transmission is:

\[
\min_{D_{s+c}, R_{s+c}} \max \text{ PSNR}_{s+c}
\]

s.t. \( R_{s+c} \leq R_{budget}
\]

(16)

The solution, \( \{D_{s+c}, R_{s+c}\} \) to the constrained optimization problem Equation (10) is obtained by converting it into an unconstrained problem using Lagrangian optimization function:

\[
j_l = D_{s+c}(R_{s+c,l}) + \lambda R_{s+c,l}
\]

(17)

The unconstrained problem can now be solved by using these Lagrangian cost functions, with the optimal solution being the argument of the following unconstrained minimization problem:

\[
\min_{j_1, j_2} \sum_{l=1}^{L} j_l 
\]

(18)

To solve this problem, universal rate-distortion characteristic (URDC) is proposed [17]. In this method, universal rate-distortion curves are established using simulations at different source coding rates. These curves are used to establish operational rate distortion curves, which are then used to specify the value of distortion at different source coding and channel bit error rates. Using these operational rate-distortion curves, the optimal bit allocation and the minimum distortion are obtained, as follows:

Given a set of parameters for the channel (e.g., signal-to-noise ratio), channel coding, and the particular modulation scheme, the probability of bit error, \( P_b \), are calculated for the set of channel coding rates, \( R_c \), of interest. This can be performed using simulations or by theoretical means. It constructs a reference as a performance of the channel coding over the especial channel with the given parameters. Moreover, this channel performance analysis needs to be performed offline and only once [17].

Toward calculating the impact of the errors due to both source coding and channel transmission on a set of data, it is perceived that for a given set of layer source rates, the distortion for a particular layer, \( D_{s+c,l} \), given a particular source coding rate, \( R_{s,l} \), is a function of the bit error rate. Thus, the rate-distortion function of the layer for a fixed source rate, \( R_{s,l} \), is a function of the bit error rate (after channel decoding), \( P_b \). It is then possible to plot a family of \( D_{s+c,l} \) versus \( 1/ P_b \) curves given a set of source coding rates of interest, so these are defined as the URDCs of the source [17].

5. Simulation setting

In this study, pixel Common Inter-mediate Format (CIF) resolution video sequences Football and Coastguard video (at 15 and 30 frames per second, respectively) [32] are employed as video sources. Next, the 3D-DCT is applied on \( 8\times8\times8 \) blocks of video, and intra mode H.264/AVC is applied on frames of videos. Similarly, intra-mode VQ-SVC and VQ-3D-DCT SVC are applied on the video streams and based on the prepared optimum codebook calculated by equation (9) the vectors of data are converted to the symbols which indicate the reproduction vectors. Next, the symbols are coded using Rate-Compatable Punctured Convolutional (RCPC) codes [30]. Punctured convolutional codes are convolutional codes obtained by puncturing some outputs of the convolutional encoder.

Since our focus is on JSCC, we assume perfect channel estimation of each sub-carrier gain and perfect suppression of multipath by the guard interval. In this simulation we use the general OFDM system with FFT size 256, occupied subcarriers 151, Ratio of Cyclic prefix time (guard interval) set as 1/8, and modulation type set as QPSK. The parameters of the simulated channel are presented in Table (1). These parameters are according to the ITU Channel Model for Vehicular Test Environment. Motion causes Doppler shift in the received signal components, the Doppler frequency \( f_d \) equals \( f_0 v/c \) in which \( v \) is the mobile speed, \( f_c \) is the carrier frequency.
and $c$ is the light speed [31]. In our paper carrier frequency is equal $f_c=1.9$ GHz and the maximum Doppler frequency is equal $f_D=90$ Hz.

6. Simulation results

In this section, at first, the compression performance of the proposed intra-mode VQ-SVC and VQ-3D-DCT SVC are compared with that of intra-mode H.264/AVC and 3D-DCT. It is important to note that the results are not presented with a view to establishing which H.264/AVC provides better source compression. Rather, they are intended to show that the proposed VQ based codecs provide compression performance comparable to these other related codecs.

Fig. 1 illustrates the RD curves for two sequences. In Fig. 1(a), for Coastguard, it is observed that proposed intra-mode VQ-SVC has an RD performance similar to H.264/AVC. It is also obvious that at 540-820 Kbps, the proposed intra-mode VQ-SVC and H.264/AVC provide the same PSNR performance. Obviously, at 590-800 Kbps, VQ-3D-DCT SVC and 3D-DCT provide the same PSNR performance. As shown in Fig. 1(b), for Football, the proposed intra-mode VQ-SVC has an RD performance similar to H.264/AVC. In this figure, it can be observed that at 675-930 Kbps, intra-mode VQ-SVC and H.264/AVC result in the same PSNR performance. It is also clear that at 580-1050 Kbps, VQ-3D-DCT SVC and 3D-DCT provide the same PSNR. In Fig. 1(a) and (b), it is also obvious that intra-mode VQ-SVC and H.264/AVC outperform VQ-3D-DCT SVC and 3D-DCT.

As described in section 4, there is an optimal bit allocation in a communication scenario which is defined by the JSCC. As an example, Fig. 3 is presented to show the impact of the optimal bit allocation on the quality of video received by the end user. In the example, Football video is encoded by intra mode VQ-SVC and transmitted over wireless channel (at SNR=15, Mobile speed=50 km/h) in 5 different predefined modes; Mode-1 [source code rate (SCR)=380 Kbps, channel code rate (CCR)=0.33], Mode-2 [SCR=617 Kbps, CCR=0.5], Mode-3 [SCR=807 Kbps, CCR=0.66], Mode-4 [SCR=950 Kbps, CCR=0.75] and Mode-5 [SCR=998 Kbps, CCR=0.8]. From the Fig. 3 it can be observed that the received frame-74 in part $d$ resulted by setting the Mode-3 as the bit allocation mode, have the highest quality.

Similarly, two simulations are performed for the Football video frames 1-100. The first simulation is performed in the different transmission environments SNR {SNR = 5, 10, and 15 dB} and the second, in the different mobile speeds {V = 30, 50 and 90 km/h}. Related results are presented in Table (2) and Table (3) respectively. The results obtained using repeated experiments and taking the average PSNR. As reported in Table (2), Average PSNR at SNR=15 at the Mode-3, compared with other modes, is maximum (PSNR=24.47 dB). It can be also observed that the mode is changed by reducing the SNR. For instance, at SNR=10 the optimum SCR is equal 617 Kbps and CCR is equal 0.5. Also, at SNR=5 the optimum SCR is equal 380 Kbps and CCR is equal 0.33. In the second simulation, quality of video received by the end user is evaluated at different mobile speeds at SNR=15 dB. As reported in Table (3), Average PSNR at mobile speed (V) 90 km/h at the Mode-1, compared with other modes, is maximum (PSNR=19.39 dB). It can be also observed that the mode is changed by reducing the mobile speed. For instance, at V=50, the optimum SCR is equal 617 Kbps and CCR is equal 0.5 and also at V=30, the optimum SCR is equal 807 Kbps and CCR is equal 0.66 and PSNR is equal to 27.76 dB.

Next, to evaluate the performance of the proposed codecs and schemes over wireless channel, each video stream is compressed at the same bitrate and all utilize the same channel coding rate, i.e. 3/4 rate FEC. As observed in Fig. 1, in 800 Kbps, for both sequences, the proposed intra-mode VQ-SVC and H.264/AVC provide the same PSNR (for Coastguard PSNR=39 dB and for Football PSNR=35 dB) and also VQ-3D-DCT SVC and 3D-DCT result in the same PSNR (for Coastguard PSNR=36.3 dB and for Football PSNR=31 dB). Therefore, in this section, Coastguard and Football are encoded at 800 Kbps.

In Fig. 2, parts $a$ and $b$, the intra mode VQ-SVC is compared with the intra mode H.264/AVC over Coastguard and Football video respectively, and in Fig. 2, parts $c$ and $d$, the VQ-3D-DCT SVC is compared with the 3D-DCT over Coastguard and Football video respectively. The simulation results show that VQ based encoders outperforms both of the mentioned methods which don’t employ VQ. For example at $10^{-3}$-$10^{-2}$ BER range, intra mode VQ-SVC offer about 3.5 dB PSNR gain for Coastguard and 3.8 dB PSNR gain for Football compared to the best performing intra mode H.264/AVC stream. As well as, at $10^{-3}$-$10^{-2}$ BER range the VQ-3D-DCT SVC offer about 2.7 dB PSNR gain for Coastguard and 3 dB PSNR gain for Football compared to the best performing 3D-DCT stream.
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Fig. 1. RD comparisons; intra-mode H.264, proposed intra-mode VQ-SVC, 3D-DCT and proposed VQ-3D-DCT SVC. (a) Coastguard sequence. (b) Football sequence.

Fig. 2. Simulation results of the proposed scheme, intra-mode VQ-SVC, compared to intra-mode H.264: (a) for Coastguard video (b) for Football video. Results of the proposed scheme, 3D-DCT VQ-SVC, compared to 3D-DCT: (c) for Coastguard video (d) for Football video.
Fig. 3. Simulation Results for channel condition including: SNR=15, Mobile speed= 50 km/h: (a) is the original frame of the Football video, frame number 74, (b) is the received frame in Mode 1, (c) is the received frame in Mode 2, (d) is the received frame in Mode 3, (e) is the received frame in Mode 4, (f) is the received frame in Mode 5.

Table 1. Channel Parameters and channel coding setting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel model</td>
<td>ITU channel model for vehicular test environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Tap delay (ns)</td>
<td>0, 310, 710, 1090, 1730 and 2510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average power (dB)</td>
<td>0.0, -1.0, -9.0, -10.0, -15.0 and -20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler frequency (Hz)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel coding</td>
<td>RCPC: Rate-Compatible Punctured Convolutional</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SCR: source code rate, b CCR: channel code rate

Table 2. JSCE simulation results of Football video frames 1-100 for different SNR = 15, 10 and 5 dB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Mode 1: SCR = 380 Kbps CCR b = 0.33</th>
<th>Mode 2: SCR = 617 Kbps CCR = 0.5</th>
<th>Mode 3: SCR = 807 Kbps CCR = 0.66</th>
<th>Mode 4: SCR = 950 Kbps CCR = 0.75</th>
<th>Mode 5: SCR = 998 Kbps CCR = 0.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average PSNR(dB) at SNR=15</td>
<td>20.39</td>
<td>21.58</td>
<td>24.47</td>
<td>20.81</td>
<td>20.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average PSNR(dB) at SNR=10</td>
<td>18.68</td>
<td>20.12</td>
<td>19.72</td>
<td>18.03</td>
<td>17.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average PSNR(dB) at SNR=5</td>
<td>17.11</td>
<td>15.89</td>
<td>14.08</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>12.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next, we compare the performance of three proposed schemes; intra mode VQ-SVC with intra mode VQ-SVC using JSCC and with intra mode VQ-SVC using both JSCC and optimum codebook. We evaluate these schemes over Coastguard and Football video. The results are shown in Fig. 4, parts a and b. From our simulation it can be observed that intra mode VQ-SVC using both JSCC and optimum codebook outperforms the other two schemes; the intra mode VQ-SVC and the intra mode VQ-SVC using JSCC. For example as shown in Fig. 4 part a, at $10^{-3}-10^{-1}$ BER range, intra mode VQ-SVC using both JSCC and optimum codebook offers about 2.5-5 dB PSNR gain for Coastguard, also as shown in Fig. 4 part b, it offers about 3-5.5 dB PSNR gain for the Football video compared to the intra mode VQ-SVC. Next, we compare the performance of three schemes; 3D-DCT VQ-SVC with 3D-DCT VQ-SVC using JSCC and with 3D-DCT VQ-SVC using both JSCC and optimum codebook. The results are shown in Fig. 4 c and d. From the simulation it can be observed that 3D-DCT VQ-SVC using both JSCC and optimum codebook outperforms the other two schemes; the 3D-DCT VQ-SVC and the 3D-DCT VQ-SVC using JSCC. For example, as shown in Fig. 4 part c, at $10^{-2}-10^{-1}$ BER range 3D-DCT VQ-SVC using both JSCC and optimum codebook offers about 3 dB PSNR gain for Coastguard and about 2.5 dB PSNR gain for Football, as shown in Fig. 4 part d, compared to the 3D-DCT VQ-SVC.

7. Conclusions

In some wireless streaming video applications, like UGV and GCS system, it is required to provide very low bit rate SVC. We demonstrate that intra-mode VQ-SVC and VQ-3D-DCT SVC outperform intra-mode H.264 and 3D-DCT SVC, respectively. To provide high quality and robust wireless video communication, it is required to employ JSCC technique. We use this technique in two objectives, first to find the optimum codebook for VQ and next to find the optimum channel and source code rate.

Since the optimum codebook is not yet calculated for VQ-SVC, in this paper we analyze and apply it on the VQ-SVC. Then we develop the analysis for video transmission over multipath Rayleigh fading channel. The simulation results show that employing both optimal codebook and JSCC for VQ-SVC leads to higher-quality video delivery.
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